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we design & build – responsibly!
Esthete is primarily driven by a deep-rooted concern for
aesthetics in the built environment. We are a design focussed
construction and interiors company offering high quality and
super-fast solutions using prefabrication methods and
materials manufactured using the latest digital technologies!
Our buildings are beautifully finished because we care about
quality of every material that go into the construction and
workmanship that ensures elegant and long lasting results.
Our primary focus is on offering comprehensive and efficient
design and build solutions for individual clients, institutions
and corporate clients for all types and categories of buildings
and interiors.
Esthete has decades of hands-on experience in the
construction and furniture industry, with deep domain
knowledge and deeper insights which we tap into while
planning for your dream projects. Our expertise spans all
types of projects, covering residential (cottages, independent
homes, villas or apartments), hospitality (restaurants, resorts
or hotels etc) and institutional projects (schools, universities,
r&d centres etc) and so on.
Esthete is spear-heading the future of building industry in
India. We have our own manufacturing units, which enables
us to complete projects at amazing speeds while ensuring you
get the highest quality possible in the price range quoted. Our
focus is on creating quality products that combine high
aesthetics with practicality and function.

prefab technology
VERSATILE

advantages
FAST & GREEN
The cutting edge construction technologies we use are basically an off-site method also known as prefabrication. Our primary
technology is building with Cold Formed Galvanised Steel Frames. The building components are entirely designed and
manufactured in a computer driven digital environment. Essentially, the structural elements such as walls, roofs and projections
are made up of load bearing Galvanised Steel Frames covered with fibre reinforced cement and polymer based concrete panels.
The wall cavities are insulated with sound-absorbing, heat and fire-resistant mineral insulation or polyurethane form.
This just means that you get an aesthetically superior building in the shortest time that is energy-efficient and sustainable, apart
from being strong and earthquake-proof! As a bonus, you also get an additional 10 to 15 % more internal space (carpet area)
compared with conventional buildings because of the slimmer wall sections.

Our prefabricated construction method uses the latest
technologies to create structures that are beautiful and
elegant, with no restrictions on creative designs. Our in-house
architects and qualified engineers will design your dream
building in any form, style, size and height. Ours is an
extremely versatile method of building which is suitable for all
climatic conditions and terrain. It is not just quick to build and
strong, but are also energy-efficient and thermally cooler!
Prefabrication is immensely suited for urban terrace
extensions, renovations and home expansions due to its
speed and the fact that no cement, sand or water is required!
There are no bricks, blocks, sand, plastering, curing and long
wait for the cement to harden. All these fabulous features
make it the easiest, cleanest and the most versatile
construction technique currently available in India and offers
several advantages over all other conventional methods.

DIGITAL
Our advanced computer aided roll-forming machines
manufacture strong steel frames required for your projects in
just DAYS! It is error free down to the millimetre and can save
you tons of anxiety. Precise and Predictable!

EASY TO BUILD
The frames are transported to your site and assembled there
in a matter of WEEKS! There is no need for any heavy cranes
and machinery! Structurescan be finished with all types of
cladding or finishes of your choice. Sit back and relax as your
dream project is transformed into reality in front of your own
eyes!

HASSLE FREE
Your project is ready in a matter of MONTHS! Rest assured
that you have got an eco-friendly, disaster proof and longlasting product for you to enjoy. We have our in-house interior
designers and own furniture factory to help you with interior
fit-outs that are custom designed and made exclusively for
you!

hybrid construction
PREFAB STEEL + OTHER MATERIALS
Prefabricated steel-frame technology combines very beautifully with other construction methods, including age-old brick
work, stones, blocks, wood, rcc etc. When two or more dissimilar construction methods are combined in a building, it is
called a hybrid construction.
Hybrid building methods are primarily employed due to structural considerations, such as high-rise buildings, but purely
aesthetic considerations are also equally compelling reasons to adopt hybrid methodology.

computetr aided designing and analysis
Computer aided design (CAD) process help in visualising the whole structure and reduces the risks of design and structural
errors. Our robotic machine directly reads the computer generated drawings and cuts and shapes the steel precisely.
The process is fast, accurate and efficient!

advantages
INHERENT SPEED
Esthete’s Pre fab Construction Technique is much
faster than conventional methods of building.
You can save up to 60% of your precious time!

IN-BUILT SAFETY
Our structures are earthquake-resistant, fireresistant, wind-resistant, mould-resistant and can
be designed to survive any type of loads.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
All our raw materials are sourced from reputed
and well established manufacturers. An advanced
computer-aided fabrication ensures error-free
assembly.

ENERGY SAVINGS
Superior thermoregulation means our buildings
are cooler and makes fans & a/c much more
efficient, when used, and saves you on your
energy bills.

AMAZING CUSTOMISATION
Ease of customisation gives you options to build
your project in any style and shape, experiment
with materials, explore creative ideas.

PROFESSIONAL APPROACH
Hassle free construction schedules. Trained &
skilled professionals who are dedicated to finish
your project on time.

technology

steel frame assembly

Prefabrication or off-site construction is the practise of assembling components of a structure in a factory or other
manufacturing site, and transporting the components or sub-assemblies to the construction site where the structure is erected.
The term prefab is used to distinguish this method of construction from the more conventional construction practice that turns
your site into an unregulated factory!

Our steel frames essentially replaces the conventional bricks and or cement block masonry walls. The cold-rolled galvanised steel
frames, for example, are typically C shaped sections measuring 89mm x 40mm x 10mm, that are assembled to form the walls and
roof panels that form the structure of the building and are usually filled in with insulation material such as rock wool or
polyurethane foam. The wall panels are clad on both sides with strong concrete panels made of cement and polymers reinforced
with fibre. Various finishes are possible including the most common painted finishes to exotic stone claddings!

the manufacturing of prefab steel
Our prefab components primarily comprise of galvanised structural steel that are roll-formed and punched into various
sections in an automated machine. The process starts with the de-coiler, which unspools a large roll of galvanised steel. The decoiled strip of steel then undergoes several processes like bending, punching, cutting etc as per the panel design. A dedicated
computer oversees the production of each individual section with precision. The machine transforms sheet steel into rigid section
while adding necessary functions like service holes, labelling the profile number etc.
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Replacing the conventional brick and mortar, we use Light Guage Steel Frames to make the structure of the building.
The cold rolled galvanised steel frames, produced as C sections are assembled to form the LGS frame and is filled by insulating
materials such as rock wool.
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